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a b s t r a c t

X-rays have long been used as a non-destructive analytical technique to investigate artefacts and
objects that can be considered cultural heritage. With the unceasing development of technologies and
miniaturization of electronics, X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis has undergone a natural evolution,
being now extensively used in a bi-dimensional manner, scanning whole surfaces and generating
astonishing amounts of data. Evaluating all this data demands a software distribution or at least
a stand-alone algorithm. The former being an obvious choice, as software are easy to install and
the learning curve is fast. Moreover, developing a proprietary algorithm is time consuming and not
always needed for the average user. In this scope, XIMuS was developed as an ad hoc software
for macro-XRF analysis (MA-XRF), with an intuitive and simple graphical user interface (GUI). The
software provides several built-in tools, staple for the interpretation of X-ray fluorescence data,
automated data evaluation and some novelty functionalities as data stitching. XISMuS creates an
iterative user database as samples are loaded and compiled through usage, facilitating navigation
through different datasets. Simultaneous samples can be loaded in separate instances for comparison
purposes. Elemental mapping is made simple, the methods available are described and have each one
an application for fast, balanced or precise calculations, supporting parallel computing. Ratios between
elements in specific regions of the image can be measured while a region-derived spectrum is shown
and updated live. Image correlation can be performed supporting the usage of threshold filters and/or
region selection. Batch exporting is also available, cross-normalizing the input datasets.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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. Introduction

In cultural heritage sciences, priority has always been given
o non-destructive analysis, and X-rays fluorescence (XRF), being
asy to use, reliable and non-destructive, has been the staple
or a long time [1,2]. Not over a decade ago, XRF started being
sed in a scanning fashion, extrapolating its one-dimensionality
nd yielding information on the mapping of chemical elements.
he first attempts were performed into synchrotron facilities [3],
here experts were promptly available to create routines for
valuating the new data format obtained. In fact, the first al-
orithms started being developed shortly afterwards, but were
ither method-oriented (focused on the application of new an-
lytical approaches, as clustering, for example) and limited to
ournal publications or not distributed as ‘‘straight-out-of-the-
ox’’ code or software. Macro-XRF scanning (as it is widely known
owadays), started to become a trend in heritage science, es-
ecially for the analysis of paintings such was the amount of
nformation it provided [4] in respect to the traditional XRF
pot analysis [5]. This trend fuelled the creation of commercial
A-XRF systems, with their own data analysis software, and
oncomitantly, a spike in the development of home-made sys-
ems [6–8]. Commercially available systems provide a fast and
eliable way of obtaining useable images, but it limits the user in
erms of developing new methodologies, since the data format-
ing is often proprietary or encrypted. Moreover, these systems
re quite expensive, and, combined with the limitations im-
osed by the closed-software provided with them, many research
roups rather develop their own MA-XRF systems instead.
This leads to another inevitable problem: processing the data

cquired with such systems. The analysis became limited to in-
ouse algorithms, which, due to their inherent complexity, are
ardly reproducible or simply not distributed as open-source
oftware. Exceptions were made with PyMca, an open-source
tandalone software for XRF data evaluation [9] and MAPS [10]
now ported to python as PyMAPS). The latter lacking an installer
ackage [11], making it considerably difficult to get working. A
hird open-source alternative is Datamuncher [12], focused on the
rocessing of large amounts of data and running on IDL Virtual
achines. PyMca, being open-source and continuously updated,
dapted itself to the needs of MA-XRF data evaluation and be-
ame the standard software for it [7,13–15]. Partially thanks to
ts GUI, availability of a distribution package and community
ollaboration.
One important issue that may arise when analysing large

A-XRF datasets is to stitch data together. When dealing with
arge samples (often the case of paintings), which exceed the
aximum analytical area of the instrument or the working hours
vailable per day, one common strategy is to split the sample
nto several sub-parts. The stitching is then performed, for each
lemental map, by placing the images together in a photo editing
oftware or automatically [12,16,17]. This hinders the complete
isualization of the ongoing work on a fast pace and may result
n the presence of gaps between sub-parts. Besides, the latter
ption requires some considerable overlapping between datasets
about 20%), greatly increasing the overall data acquisition time.
he possibility to stitch data in-situ, almost immediately after the
cquisition of a sub-part, is a desirable feature, allowing a better
verall understanding of the completed work, as well as helping
lan strategies for the upcoming pieces.
With the continuous increase in applications and development

f MA-XRF systems in cultural heritage investigations, and the
ormation of cross-disciplinary professionals, the need for a sim-
le ad hoc tool, capable of performing in-situ data evaluation and
hich dismisses a deep understanding of the underlying physics
rinciples, emerged. In this scope, XISMuS was developed as an

Fig. 1. Datacube scheme.

open-source software, provided with an intuitive Graphical User
Interface (GUI) and completely dedicated to MA-XRF imaging.
This software does not intend by any means to replace the cur-
rent existing tools, but instead, to provide one extra, simpler
alternative to the complex software already available (sometimes
extremely hard to get working) while introducing novelty fea-
tures as for example; data stitching and a constantly updated user
database.

2. Software framework and functionalities

The software structure can be very synthetically divided into
two groups: the program core and the Mosaic application, used
for stitching blocks of data. Each group will be discussed in the
following sections separately, highlighting their main functional-
ities and few of the underlying methods implemented.

2.1. Core program

One of the novelty features introduced by XISMuS is the ca-
pability of having a local database, making it easy to change
between different samples or compare them. This is achieved by
creating a datacube (*.cube) file containing all relevant informa-
tion about the dataset (Fig. 1) whenever new data is compiled.

As it may be assumed from Fig. 1, most of the relevant features
used for MA-XRF data interpretation are available and can be
readily accessed. The derived spectra, namely maximum pixel
spectrum (MPS) [18] and summation spectrum, are calculated
automatically. As for the background contribution, it is calcu-
lated according to the input method chosen by the user when
loading the data. So far, the Statistical Non-Linear Iterative Peak
Clipping (SNIPBG) and orthogonal polynomial methods [19] are
implemented and available, the former allowing the customiza-
tion of its parameters and the latter being better suited for the
auto-wizard method (described in 2.1.3). The background contri-
bution is stored as an independent matrix, in a way that each
pixel-spectrum(x,y) has a corresponding background(x,y), where x
and y are the pixel spatial coordinates. This choice is not the
best memory-wise, but it avoids having to re-calculate thousands
of arrays while maintaining the original data. Moreover, as all
data is synthetically stored in a datacube object, it is possible
to easily implement new data analysis routines and background
calculation methods if needed, by either adding them to the
datacube object class or loading the datacube object into a custom
script.

The energy calibration is either set manually or extracted
from the *.mca files header (when available). The calibration is
performed by applying a linear regression fit [20] to the channel–
energy pairs given. This step is fundamental for a proper extrac-
tion of elemental distribution maps, as they rely on the energy
axis rather than channels.

As XISMuS is still in its early versions (v1.x.x), only *.mca, *.txt,
and, more recently *.h5 files are supported. However, support for
2
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ore file types, as *.edf, is expected to be implemented as the
oftware grows.
The software was conceived as part of a scanner development

roject, and therefore, does not support z-axis corrections (the
canning system does not have autofocus on the z-axis) nor
onsiders the motors x–y positions. In the case of mobile or
ortable instruments, when samples are larger than the analytical
rea of the instrument, it is necessary to drag the whole system
or sample), to a new starting position. In this way, the motors
elative position to the sample lose its reference point, and the
ecorded x–y positions of the instrument are of no use.

Elemental distribution maps can be obtained by different
ethods, of which three are currently available:

.1.1. Simple roi
In this method, the chemical element polled has its fluo-

escence lines extracted from either xraylib [21] or from the
nternal library, depending whether xraylib is available or not in
he host machine. Xraylib has the advantage of being constantly
pdated and, therefore, contains more precise information. The
acro lines (Kα and Kβ or Lα and Lβ) are picked according to

he element’s atomic number (Z), e.g. for Z between 1 and 54
included), K-lines are picked; while for Z above 54, L-lines are
icked. This threshold was chosen based on the typical energy
ange of MA-XRF analysis, where the X-ray tube works at about
5–40 kV. In any case, the user can always input a custom energy
ange to map specific regions of interest through the GUI if the
revious criterion is insufficient. This limit can also be easily
hanged in the code itself if needed.
The region of interest (ROI) used for mapping the polled chem-

cal element is calculated based on the element’s peaks full-width
t half maximum (FWHM). The peak’s width (assuming it follows
Gaussian distribution) is related to the function spread in num-
er of channels as: FWHM = 2.3548 · σ . The standard deviation
can be defined as a function of the energy in eV as [9,19]:

(Eline) =

√(
NOISE
2.3548

)2

+ (wSi ∗ FANO ∗ Eline) (1)

here NOISE is the electronic noise contribution to the peak’s
idth, FANO is the Fano factor for silicon, wSi is the energy in eV
equired to produce an electron–hole pair in silicon (≈3.85 eV)
nd Eline is the element’s fluorescence line energy in eV.
The observed peak centre will not always precisely match the

heoretical values, for this reason, a search for a local maximum
n a given window must be performed. The search method im-
lemented reads the spectrum and checks if a maximum is found
ithin ± [(3 + W ) · gain] from the theoretical value; where gain

s the calibration gain in eV and W is a tolerance factor that
an be changed by the user in the Settings menu (defaults are:
for energies below 4800 eV, 3 for energies above 12000 eV

nd 4 for the others). If a maximum is found, the peak centre
s updated. For simple-roi method, this search is performed only
once over the summation spectrum. The continuum is not taken
in consideration in this step.

Finally, the ROI is set as an interval between ± (2 · FWHM),
centred at the peak’s updated centre, for both alpha and beta
lines. To generate the images, the spectra and background ma-
trices are sliced between ROI’s lower and upper indexes and
subtracted from one another. The calculated areas for each pixel,
together with their ratio, are then recorded in a separate text file.
The slicing has a clear disadvantage when dealing with overlap-
ping peaks, as no deconvolution is performed and thus, neigh-
bouring peaks cannot be separated. Therefore, this method is
only advised for clearly separated peaks. The generated ROI can
be checked by accessing the Toolbox dropdown menu, so the
user can assess the presence of any signal contamination from
a neighbouring peak and assure the results quality.

2.1.2. Auto roi
In auto-roi method, the fluorescence lines energies and ROI are

picked in the same way as in simple-roi method. The difference
relies in the automatic detection of an element’s peak in each
individual pixel-spectrum (i.e., the ROI selection is performed
for each pixel-spectrum), combined with data filtering to en-
hance peak detection and secondary criteria. First, the spectrum is
smoothed with a 3rd order Savitzky–Golay filter to improve peak
detection. Then, a local maximum within the pre-established ROI
is searched (to assure the peak is separated and centred). Lastly,
signal-to-noise ratio criteria [18] and second differential curve are
checked. If a peak is identified, its area is calculated over the raw,
non-smoothed spectrum. This method requires a considerably
longer processing time in comparison to simple-roi, but, in most
cases, yields higher contrast and more reliable images.

To accelerate the processing time when polling several el-
ements with auto-roi method, multiprocessing option is avail-
able, creating one process for each element polled according to
available random-access memory (RAM) and physical cores. If
the number of elements exceeds the number of cores available,
the remaining elements are queued. The most recent version of
Python supported by Miniconda3 is 3.7.x, where multiprocessing
module must copy the resources needed for each process to
memory, thus increasing the amount of RAM required to per-
form the whole operation. Python 3.8 already supports shared
memory between processes with multiprocessing. Nonetheless,
the code had to be compiled in a Miniconda3 environment due
to incompatibility issues with packages.

2.1.3. Auto wizard
This method, differently from the previous ones, fits a series

of identified peaks in each spectrum with a Gaussian curve,
calculating the peaks areas. The values obtained are, therefore, an
approximation but with the great advantage of resolving over-
lapping peaks (a common issue in cultural heritage materials,
especially paintings). The peaks areas are calculated by fitting the
following equation:

f (peaks) =

[peaks∑
p

nchan∑
i

Ap ∗ gain
√
2πσp

· exp

(
−

(
E(i) − Ep

)2
2σp

2

)]
+continuum (2)

where E(i) is a function that correlates each channel to an energy
value, peaks is an array containing the energies of the matched
peaks in electronvolts, and Ap, Ep, and σp are the amplitude,
energy, and standard deviation of peak p, respectively.

The standard deviation σ , described in Eq. (1), takes FANO and
NOISE into consideration. They are globally fitted for the entire
energy range through the summation spectrum and then stored
as attributes in the datacube when it is packed for the first time.
The fitting engine is capable of fitting both FANO and NOISE for
each pixel-spectrum. However, this takes a considerable amount
of processing time. The best approach is to use the global values,
reducing the fitting variables and speeding up the calculation.

To further shorten the processing time, auto-wizard can run
in multiprocessing mode, splitting the datacube matrices into
chunks according to available physical cores and dispatching the
jobs sequentially. The processes, in this case, run asynchronously.
Each process saves an *.npy frame file in the end of its execution,
in a manner that the data can be re-arranged, building the images
after the batch is done processing.

The auto-wizard method can be summarized in three main
steps: prepare data, automatically find and match peaks, and fit
data. In the first step, the datacube spectra matrix is smoothed
with a 3rd order Savitzky–Golay filter and the continuum re-

calculated for the whole dataset. A second summation spectrum

3
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nd corresponding continuum are calculated, to be used in the
eak-finding algorithm, where each added spectrum has its val-
es below 1 replaced by 1. By doing so, noise from individual
pectra is cut-off, avoiding the mis-identification of peaks.
Following, the data is fed to the peak-finding algorithm, which

elects and matches the peaks. The method applies a convolution
lgorithm [22] to the summation derived spectrum, then, its
ontinuum and convolution variance are used as criteria to select
hich peaks to fit. The identified peaks (having each one being
lready attributed to a chemical element) are then re-checked by
erifying their distance from the theoretical peak centres. Finally,
hrough the GUI, the user is prompted to add more elements
o the fit poll if needed, and start the fit process. The datacube
emains unaltered by the whole procedure.

Gaussian fit and peak-finding parameters can be modified by
he user through the GUI. For the Gaussian fit parameters, the
ser can change the maximum number of fit cycles per spectrum.
hereas for peak-finding, there are three modifiable parameters,

abelled in the Settings panel as sensitivity, suppression factor and
olerance. The former sets the peak convolution window (defaults
o 9 channels) – smaller windows result in more peaks detected.
uppression factor changes the continuum magnification, used
o suppress mis-identified peaks through the convolution (due
o data noise or an excessively small window), and the latter is
he channel tolerance of a peak from its theoretical energy. If
n identified peak, attributed to a chemical element, is far off
ts corresponding element theoretical peak energy, it is removed
rom the poll.

Further options include the possibility to save a graphical plot
f the last fitted spectrum every n spectra, and, to the author’s
nowledge, the present software is the first one to easily and
romptly provide it for MA-XRF data evaluation, giving the user
et another control to assess results consistency and quality.
Comparisons between the available methods are shown in

ig. 2. Simple roi and auto-roi methods often create very simi-
ar images. However, auto-roi images present a higher contrast
ue to the constant peak centring (Fig. 2a). The advantages of
uto-wizard can be clearly seen in Fig. 2b, as a significant peak
verlapping between gold and mercury exists. For the mercury
mages, the one obtained with simple-roi contains a significant
ortion of gold signal, therefore representing the pattern of Au
ather than that of Hg. In this case, the only way to obtain a
roper image is by using auto-wizard method.
Selecting one method over the other is more intuitive than it

eems. The user can verify the derived spectra, and, from there,
ecide the best approach by clicking on the elements shown in
he Periodic Table window, checking their theoretical positions
n the spectra.

Regardless of the method chosen, the datacube only holds one
mage for each element and Siegbahn notation line (Kα, Kβ or
α, Lβ), e.g., the element iron can only have two distinct images,
ne for its Kα line and one for Kβ . If any element is remapped
ith a different method, that element output in the datacube will
e replaced by the last acquired image. All images stored in the
atacube can be viewed, manipulated, and analysed by accessing
he Image Analyzer module, which offers few filtering options,
rea analysis and correlation scatter plots.

.2. Mosaic application

Stitching pieces of data in a MA-XRF perspective has become
n issue only when larger samples started being analysed, ex-
eeding the maximum analytical area of the instrumentation, or
he working hours available per day. XISMuS offers a dedicated
odule to stitch together two or more datasets via a simple GUI.
he Mosaic module only recognizes XISMuS datacube files, and,

therefore, any data to be stitched must be first compiled within
the core program. Canvases states can be saved and loaded,
to promote inter-lab exchange and the possibility to ‘‘re-stitch’’
the same datasets changing few parameters if needed. Manually
modified histograms are saved as well, and loaded only if the
corresponding file is available; enforcing backwards compatibility
with previous versions of the software, where manual histogram
manipulation was not yet available.

Where the module’s GUI implementation is concerned, dis-
playing the canvas properly was a great challenge. Dragging the
datasets (layers) on canvas, rotating, and moving their priority up
or down, demand that the layers position and screen are updated.
The majority of functions used where written in Cython, which
conveniently converts native Python code into a C++ counterpart
stored in a local library. This allows to achieve relatively fast
refresh rates when performing such operations. Moreover, the
refresh area is limited, requiring only the modified region to be
recalculated. Fig. 3 shows how the canvas refreshing and how the
render region (final datacube delimiter) are selected.

One of the main problems when stitching different datasets,
is to ensure that the data is comparable, i.e., that the different
datacubes present compatible counts per pixel and calibration.
While re-calibration matching have not been yet solved in the
current version, each datacube can be modified to achieve a
reasonable visual match. In this regard, three algorithms have
been implemented: linear contrast stretching (i), average counts-
per-pixel (ii), and histogram matching (iii) scaling. The former
method is based on the linear contrast stretching algorithm,
used in image processing. The second, instead, simply scales up
each datacube by a constant factor, matching the highest average
counts-per-pixel found within all datacubes loaded in the Mosaic
canvas. Finally, the latter method matches the histograms of the
individual datacubes sum-maps to that of the larger datacube
found on canvas. Methods (ii) and (iii) improve the output when
datacubes with high contrast are loaded, enhancing darker and
brighter regions.

Previous versions of XISMuS would scale the raw data. This,
however, requires more resources from the system and can be
relatively slow. The most recent version of the software, de-
scribed in this manuscript, creates a scaling matrix (mask) that
is applied to the output images individually rather than to the
raw data itself.

The scaling mask can be toggled on and off by the user through
the Image Analyzer window, and the masks created by the dif-
ferent scaling algorithms can be viewed under the corresponding
output folder.

A comparison between the outputs obtained with a twelve-
piece dataset, from a canvas painting, with the different scaling
algorithms is shown in Fig. 4. In the images, it is possible to
observe that most of the datacubes achieved a good visual match
within the final result. However, when using automated algo-
rithms, as one datacube is always taken as a reference point, one
sub-part appears off. Datacubes 3–3, 2–1, and 3–2 (in Fig. 4b,
c, and d, respectively) seem darker or brighter, be it because
they were taken as a reference or because of an inherently low
dynamic range. If the automated algorithm chosen fails, it is
possible to manually adjust each datacube histogram, achieving
a best visual match (Fig. 4f).

3. Results and examples

The results presented herein were obtained from the training
data provided alongside the software, so that the reader can easily
replicate the outputs presented. The datasets provided were ob-
tained with a prototype MA-XRF scanner, using a tungsten-anode
mini X-ray tube from AMPTEK R⃝ operating at 40 kV and 100 µA
4
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f

d

Fig. 2. Simple- and auto-roi images obtained for Fe-Kα (a), simple-roi and auto-wizard images for Hg-Lα (b), Au-Hg deconvolution obtained with auto-wizard method
or the Hg-Lα image shown in b (c).

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of Mosaic module functioning.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the different scaling methods: datacubes as loaded on canvas (a), average-counts-per pixel (b) and linear contrast stretching (c) outputs,
atacubes overlapping scheme (d), automatic histogram matching (e) and manual histogram matching (f) outputs.
5
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Fig. 5. PyMca XRF batch fitting images (left), XISMuS auto-wizard (middle) and auto-roi images (right).

nd an x–y translation stage. The scanning head was fitted with
he afore-mentioned tube, collimated to 1 mm and unfiltered,
nd one AMPTEK R⃝ 123-SDD detector. Dwell-time was different
or each sample, with the overall acquisition time ranging from
to 3 h per dataset. The translation stage step-resolution was

et to 1 mm. The data was extracted from ornamental nose-
ings from pre-Columbian Peru, made of a gold-silver-copper
tumbaga) alloy.

As XISMuS does not intend to replace any existing software,
ut instead to provide one simpler and ad hoc alternative to MA-
RF system developers and end-users, the comparisons presented
re solely with the purpose of assessing the results reliability and
uality.

.1. Elemental maps

Elemental distribution maps generated with XISMuS were
ompared with those generated with a standard open-source
oftware for MA-XRF imaging: PyMca. All results were obtained
sing the same computer system. The system specs are as fol-
ows: CPU: Intel Xeon E-2176M @2.70 GHz (with active overclock
p to 4.10 GHz), 16 Gb RAM SoDIMM ECC memory and Windows
0 Pro OS.
By using PyMca’s ROI imaging tool and XISMuS simple-roi

ethod, the outputs were nearly identical. Major differences
an be summarized in usability; being XISMuS quicker to load
he data and obtain readily useable images of several chemical
lements at once. Probably due to the adaptive multi-threading
ile reading process implemented.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison between images generated with
yMca’s XRF batch fitting tool and XISMuS auto-roi and auto-
izard methods. XISMuS auto-wizard and PyMca could resolve
eaks and produce cleaner images where peak overlapping was
ncountered almost identically. The mean squared error (MSE)
nd structural similarity index (SSIM) scores, between the ob-
ained images, are shown in Table 1.

As the fitting engine built into each software is different, few
mages, as those of calcium and mercury, may appear slightly
issimilar but still maintaining a reasonable degree of similitude
Table 1). XISMuS disregards the time-consuming and sometimes
verly complex fit configuration phase present in the standard
oftware, being almost entirely automatized.

Table 1
Image comparison scores - PyMca XRF batch fitting vs. XISMuS.
Map MSE SSIM MSE SSIM MSE SSIM

vs. auto_wizard
(polynomial BG)

vs. auto_wizard
(SNIPBG)

vs. auto_roi
(SNIPBG)

Ca 278.42 0.52 142.70 0.60 242.97 0.59
Cr 945.25 0.80 588.12 0.80 871.29 0.83
Fe 607.60 0.83 290.26 0.84 92.83 0.91
Cu 19.51 0.99 12.23 0.99 2.94 1.00
Au 269.58 0.99 49.28 0.99 7.64 0.99
Ag 1.45 1.00 1.58 1.00 1.25 1.00
Hg 2012.68 0.45 2503.09 0.20 −

Mercury image is the most different one, due to the fact that
the image produced with PyMca represents the Hg-L3 line while
that made with XISMuS was created using Hg-Lα. When summing
Hg-Lα and Hg-Lβ images generated with XISMuS, the MSE and
SSIM values, in comparison to PyMca Hg-L3 image, change to
850.03 and 0.72 respectively, pointing that the images are much
more similar in this case.

In what regards processing time, auto-wizard, auto-roi (shown
in Fig. 5), and simple-roi images, for Training Data 2 (18 x 70
pixels2) were generated in 101.39, 6.65 and 1.28 s, respectively.
Considerably larger datasets, of 989 x 724 (Fig. 4) and 548 x
796 pixels2, were processed with auto-wizard method (after being
merged through the Mosaic module) in 9 h and 6 h, respectively.
With simple-roi, this time is shortened to 147 and 119 s.

3.2. Data stitching

Mosaic tool is a new and innovative feature provided by
XISMuS, allowing the user to stitch blocks of data, subsequen-
tially used to create elemental distribution images and compare
and study them, quickly and in-situ. The blocks (datacubes) are
moved around a 2D canvas, just like in a standard photo editing
software, and compiled into a new datacube.

To illustrate this functionality, the example data provided with
the software was stitched together and processed. The results are
shown in Fig. 6. The tool was tested in the same computer system
described before, used for obtaining the elemental distribution
images. Larger datasets were also tested with the Mosaic tool, as
6
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Fig. 6. Mosaic module canvas with two datacubes loaded (a); stitched datacube images: summation map (b); copper map with scaling mask on (c), copper map
with scaling mask off (d), and combined map of gold and copper with scaling mask on (e).

the one shown in Fig. 4, having a dimension of 989 x 724 pixels2
and being merged in about 6 min.

Training Data 1 and 2 were configured and then compiled
into datacubes, using the default SNIPBG parameters, from source
calibration option and auto-roi method. Successively, a 100 x 100
canvas was created in the Mosaic module, where both datacubes
were loaded and positioned in the canvas accordingly. Rendering
priority is given to the last datacube in the list (Fig. 6a). As for
the scaling method used, average counts-per-pixel scaling option
was ticked. After stitched, copper and gold maps were generated
for the newly created datacube.

The scaling methods allow a better and proper visualization
of different combined data, by intensifying the signal from dat-
acubes with less counts/pixel than the global data average. In
the example given, datacube 1 (Fig. 6a - upper rectangle), rep-
resenting Training Data 1, has an average of 10600 counts/pixel,
while datacube 2 (bottom) has about 36900 counts/pixel. For
a same-element distribution image, of an element present in
both datasets and in similar quantities, datacube 1 signal would
be suppressed and barely visible if no scaling factors were in-
troduced (Fig. 6d). Therefore, the use of a scaling method can
prove extremely useful for direct comparisons between different
datasets as well.

The Mosaic module was tested in-situ during the acquisition
of the dataset shown in Fig. 4, by stitching pieces of data immedi-
ately after their completion. This approach has proven incredibly
helpful, providing a better overview of the scanning progress, the
possibility to verify if any pieces were missing (gaps) and to plan
the strategy for scanning the next pieces.

4. Impact

The software herein presented tackles the described problems
by offering an iterative user database (updated through usage),
different data extraction algorithms, a dedicated data stitching
module and automated data analysis. All within a very simple
GUI. These features combined give the users the possibility to
easily navigate through different samples, cross-normalize and
compare them and to quickly extract data.

For large samples, as it is often the case in paintings case-
studies, where the sample is sub-divided into several parts, XIS-
MuS proves to be extremely useful. It provides means to quickly
merge several sub-part datacubes into a larger file for a complete
visualization of the ongoing data acquisition process.

XISMuS’s first build was released on 12 March 2020, and
couple results obtained are thoroughly discussed and available in
literature [23–25].

5. Conclusions

The software herein discussed and presented, demonstrated to
serve as an easy-to-use and viable alternative, comparable to the
standard software currently available. XIMuS UI, with an efficient
error handling, and easiness to use makes it almost unique, re-
quiring a minimal user input but still offering the customization
of few data analysis parameters. Furthermore, to the authors
knowledge, it is the only open source software available, with a
distribution package, that can stitch MA-XRF datacubes together.

The possibility to stitch several datasets (instead of images),
in a similar way as one would do in a photo editing software,
demonstrated to be the major strength of XISMuS. Stitching data
in-situ has proven incredibly helpful to have a better overview
of the scanning progress, verify any gaps between sub-parts and
plan the scanning strategies for the upcoming parts. Future imple-
mentations will aim in converting *.cube files to more standard-
ized file formats, promoting cross-compatibility between differ-
ent software, as well as supporting more file formats as the need
comes.
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